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DBM 120/120T

 
The automatic setting DBM-120 Bookletmaker produces up to 2,400 professional booklets per hour. The
option DBM-120T Trimmer is designed to be used in-line with the DBM-120 and precisely face trims booklets
up to 96 pages. 

The DBM-120 can be used either as a stand-alone bookletmaker or in-line with a Duplo collator. The addition
of the DFC-12/24 friction-feed collator, DC-8/32 suction-feed collator, or DC-10/60 suction-feed collator can
increase profits by providing a complete finishing system. The DBM-120 includes five staple head positions
for maximum flexibility in automatic saddle, side, or corner stapling. The DBM-120's clinched-style staples
have a unique flat underside for a stronger, tighter bind. 

The DBM-120 is designed for simple set-up and foolproof operation. With the most common applications
pre-programmed, bookletmaking is accessed at the touch of a button. As the side guides, head stops,
staple/fold position stoppers, and machine automatically move to the correct positions, the operator is able to
change from one job to the next in mere seconds. Even the optional in-line face trimmer automatically adjusts
itself for pre-programmed paper sizes. 

Specifications: 
Paper Sizes 8" x 8" to 12.5" x 18" (booklet and fold only applications) 
Corner/Side Stapling Paper Size 8" x 8" to 8.5" x 11" 
Paper Types Bond, NCR, and some coated & card stocks. 
Speed Up to 2,400 sets per hour (10 sheets of 8.5" x 11" paper) 
Paper Capacity 25 sheets of 20 lb. 
Number of Staple Heads 2 
Stapling Head Positions 5 
Programmable Memory Settings 10 Pre-set paper sizes, 3 coustom paper sizes. 
Stapler Capacity 5,000 staples 
Dimensions (LxWxH) 28" x 22" x 21" 
Weight (bookletmaker only) 180 lbs. 
Power Requirements 110V, 60Hz 2.0A 

Option: Small booklet kit 
Vendor Information
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